Extraordinary Home Theater
Speakers That Disappear!

DISAPPEARING™ IN-WALLS

DI 6.5LCR

DI 5.5BPS

DI 5.5LCR

High-Performance, Easy Installation and Virtual Invisibility Come Together
Introducing the newest additions to Definitive’s ground-breaking Disappearing In-Wall™ Series: the DI 5.5LCR and DI 6.5LCR stereo/front stage and DI 5.5BPS
surround speakers. These remarkable speakers were specifically designed to bring you the world-famous sonic performance of Definitive’s free-standing
speakers in easy-to-install built-in configurations. All models in Definitive’s Disappearing™ In-Wall series feature near-invisibility thanks to their small area,
hidden flange design, and low profile micro-perf grilles. They are as easy to install as traditional flanged flush-mount speakers, and don’t require custom
sheetrock/spackle skills to install and look practically invisible.
•
•
•
•

Simple conventional installation — no spackle work required
DI 5.5LCR is small enough to fit between studs in horizontal orientation
Latest generation BDSS drivers
Pivoting Pure Aluminum Dome Tweeters

•
•
•
•

Accurate response for ideal music and movie sound
Sure-grip magnetic grille fasteners
Adjustable high-definition crossover
Cast PolyStone baskets for rigidity and strength

The LCR models have been optimized for use as stereo Left/Right/Center front stage speakers while the matching DI 5.5BPS is a Bipolar technology
speaker ideal for surround channel use. Together these three models realize the dream of premium performance in a practically undetectable built-in
home theater system. All models in the DI Series share the same accurate sonic signature so you can mix and match any combination of models to
meet your exact application. For example, you can use DI 6.5LCR for L&R, a DI 6.5S for center and a pair of DI 6.5R as in-ceiling surrounds and achieve
excellent seamless performance.

Model

Grille Dimensions

Cutout Dimensions

Driver Complement

DI 6.5LCR

17.1" [435mm] x 8.3" [210mm]

16.2" [410mm] x 7.3" [186mm]

2 ea. 61⁄2" [165mm] BDSS bass/midrange
drivers, 1 ea. 1" [25mm] aluminum dome
tweeter

DI 5.5LCR

15.3" [389mm] x 7.4" [187mm]

14.4" [365mm] x 6.5" [165mm]

2 ea. 51⁄4" [133mm] BDSS bass/midrange
drivers,1 ea. 1” [25mm] aluminum dome tweeter

DI 5.5BPS

13.6" [345mm] x 7.77" [197mm]

12.7" [322 mm] x 6.9" [174mm]

2 ea. 51⁄4" [133mm] BDSS bass/midrange
drivers, 2 ea. axially aligned 1" [25mm]
aluminum dome tweeters

DISAPPEARING™ IN-WALLS

Three-position environmental EQ
switch optimizes the speaker to match
the room's acoustic properties.

Powerful neodymium
magnets securely hold
the grille to the speaker.

Energy absorbing Aero
Ring reduces diffraction
distortion for superior
off-axis response and
sound quality.

Disappearing In-Walls Advanced Technology
The Disappearing In-Wall models feature Definitive’s most
advanced technologies such as BDSS drivers and pivoting Pure
Aluminum Dome Tweeters for spectacular audio performance far
beyond traditional flush-mount speakers. Definitive’s exclusive
Balanced Dual Surround System (BDSS) driver technology permits these new flush mounts to deliver more bass output and
dynamic range than competitive speakers with larger drivers.

Pure Aluminum Dome Tweeter
pivots to precisely aim high
frequencies toward the listening
position for precise imaging.

Cast PolyStone driver baskets
and baffle for ultimate rigidity
and resonance-free performance.

High precision, tight
tolerance audiophilegrade crossover
components for better
sound and superior
unit-to-unit consistency.

For example, the DI 5.5LCR’s 5 1⁄4" drivers have the bass and
dynamics of 6 1⁄2" traditional speaker while the 6 1⁄2" DI 6.5LCR
outperforms 8"-based systems.
With a pivoting 1" Pure Aluminum Dome Tweeter and a sophisticated adjustable crossover network, the Disappearing In-Wall
models deliver the kind of lifelike sonic performance and broad
even dispersion that have made Definitive Technology the most
highly reviewed speaker brand in the USA.
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